The effects of combined androgen blockade on cognitive function during the first cycle of intermittent androgen suppression in patients with prostate cancer.
Men with prostate specific antigen (PSA) only relapse of prostate cancer after primary therapy are generally fully functional and asymptomatic with a life expectancy of up to 10 or more years. These patients are often treated with androgen suppression. We evaluate the effects of androgen suppression on cognitive function. Hormone naïve patients without evidence of metastases with an increasing PSA were treated with intermittent androgen suppression consisting of 9 months of leuprolide and flutamide followed by an off treatment period determined by the increase in PSA. Cognitive function tests were administered at baseline, after 9 months of androgen suppression and after 3 months off treatment. Cognitive tests measured spatial abilities, spatial memory, verbal fluency, verbal memory and selective attention. A total of 19 patients 52 to 76 years old completed the intermittent androgen suppression study along with 15 healthy community dwelling control participants. Combined androgen blockade reduced PSA and testosterone in all patients compared to baseline. Patients did not significantly change on measures of verbal and spatial memory, executive functions or language. Patients declined on a measure of spatial rotation and improved on a measure of verbal memory during treatment which continued during the off treatment period. Although preliminary, these findings demonstrate that 9 months of combined androgen blockade resulted in a beneficial effect on verbal memory but adversely affected a measure of spatial ability. Intermittent androgen suppression for a period of 9 months in otherwise healthy men with prostate cancer may have beneficial and adverse effects on cognition that are selective.